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Looking for the BEST self Love quotes for Instagram? Need some uplifting words to cope
with a world that seems to emphasize perfection over self worth? Looking to inspire yourself
or those around you? You’ve come to the right place because we’ve gathered the best self
love captions from the best books, the most positive people & strong women.

So what is self love in the first place?
Self love is a beautiful thing! Self love is not being selfish, although at times it may seem like
it. It’s about loving yourself (and who you are) even when no one else does. In a world that
places so much emphasis on social media allure and appearances, loving ourselves can be
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very difficult.
We live in a society where we’re constantly working to impress others while neglecting our
true needs. As we seek happiness, love & approval from the outside world, we forget about
what’s inside. Every single day we are being bombarded with images that leave us with low
self-esteem and quite frankly….an empty cup.
Self Love is not an easy journey but it can be a very rewarding one. It may involve changing
our lifestyles, our mindset or it simply requires us to change the way we think about
ourselves and see how beautiful we really are.
Our goal today is to move unconditional self love to the top of your to do list! The best way to
start is to announce your intention to the world (and what better way than through Instagram
or social media). Who knows…you might inspire someone to be the best version of
themselves.
We have tons of ideas for your best instagram captions! We’re giving you a FREE Instagram
Post Template to use (with 6 pre-made self love captions). We’ve also made some FREE
printable intention cards that you can print out at home and place in your personal planner
or office space as a daily reminder! We’ve also turned this ENTIRE post into an easy to
print FREE PDF for quick inspirational reference! Both of these free printables can be found
at the end of this post.
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You’ll find a few famous self-love quotes you may have heard before (and forgotten like me)
and hopefully many that you haven’t. We’ve pulled a famous quote or two from literature,
song lyrics, movies & great thinkers of our time.
Hopefully you’ll find a personal mantra or an intention that you can gain inspiration from.
Write it down in your journal or planner. Put it in a conspicuous place where you can always
see it & be reminded on a daily basis.
So let’s get that positive energy percolating! First step! Let’s find the best captions for
Instagram, your planner or your journal and start a new mindset! We know you’ll be able to
find the perfect caption from our huge list.
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Self Love Quotes for Instagram
Our Favorite Short Self Love Quotes & Short Captions:
We’ve gathered our favorite short self love quotes together which are perfect for a short
instagram post that inspires your friends, family members and followers! Because they are
so short, these are also great to overlay on your profile picture or add to your instagram bio.
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within
us.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson
“You were born an original, don’t become a copy.”
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Coco Chanel
“Be who you are and say what you feel because those who mind don’t matter and those who
matter don’t mind”
Dr. Seuss
This is one of our FAVORITE self love quotes for Instagram & we’ve added it to our FREE
Instagram post templates and FREE printable intention cards!
“To like oneself is the beginning of a life-long romance.”
Oscar Wilde
“No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.”
Eleanor Roosevelt
“When we prioritize ourselves and our own self-care, we give ourselves permission to be
everything we were created to be.”
Nicole Unice
“Be yourself, there’s no one better.”
Unknown
“If it costs your your inner peace it’s too expensive.”
Unknown
This is one of our FAVORITE self love quotes for Instagram & we’ve added it to our FREE
Instagram post templates and FREE printable intention cards!
Love yourself and you will be rewarded.
Shaa Zainol
“You don’t need anyone’s permission to shine.”
Timberland
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“In order to be irreplaceable one must always be different.”
Coco Chanel
“Remind yourself that you cannot fail at being yourself.”
Wayne Dyer
“I am not looking to escape my darkness, I’m learning to love myself here.”
Rune Lazuli
“Beauty begins the moment you decide to be yourself.”
Coco Chanel
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“You cannot be a light to others or yourself if you have dark intentions in your heart.”
Kemi Sogunle
“You alone are enough. You have nothing to prove to anyone.”
Maya Angelou
“Talk to yourself like someone you love.”
Brené Brown
“Love yourself and you will be rewarded.”
Shaa Zainol
“Self confidence is the best outfit.”
Unknown
“Spend some time with yourself to know the you in you.”
Ambika Thapa
“Forgiving yourself, believing in yourself, and choosing to love yourself are the best gifts one
could receive.”
Brittany Burgunder
“The best love story is the one where you love yourself.”
Nina Lacour
“Why are you trying so hard to fit in when you were born to stand out?”
Ian Wallace
This is one of our FAVORITE self love quotes for Instagram & we’ve added it to our FREE
Instagram post templates and FREE printable intention cards!
“If you have the ability to love, love yourself first.”
Charles Bukowski
“When a woman becomes her own best friends life is easier.”
Diane Von Furstenberg
“Love yourself and you will be rewarded.”
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Shaa Zainol

“Forgiving yourself, believing in yourself, and choosing to love yourself are the best gifts one
could receive.”
Brittany Burgunder
“Never ever doubt yourself or your capabilities. You are born to Win. You are born to be a
Hero!”
Avijeet Das
“Love is the great miracle cure. Loving ourselves works miracles in our lives.”
Louise Hay
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“You can’t really love someone else unless you really love yourself first.”
Fred Rogers (of Mister Rogers Fame)
“When you love yourself more, other people can do the same”
Daniel Mangena
“You alone are enough. You have nothing to prove to anyone.”
Maya Angelou
“Because one believes in oneself, one doesn’t try to convince others. Because one is content
with oneself, one doesn’t need others’ approval. Because one accepts oneself, the whole
world accepts him or her.”
Lao Tzu
“When you don’t get love, learn to love yourself more!”
Avijeet Das
“She remembered who she was and the game changed.”
Lalah Delia
“Your relationship with yourself sets the tone for every other relationship you have.”
Unknown
“Love yourself for who you are, and trust me, if you are happy from within, you are the most
beautiful person, and your smile is your best asset.”
Ileana D’Cruz
“In order to love who you are, you cannot hate the experiences that shaped you.”
Andrea Dykstra
“Regardless of how anyone else feels about me, I am going to choose to love myself today.”
Unknown
“There is no sense in punishing your future for the mistakes of your past. Forgive yourself,
grow from it, and then let it go.”
Melanie Koulouris
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“Encourage yourself, believe in yourself, and love yourself. Never doubt who you are.”
Stephanie Lahart
“Be beautiful, be stylish, and love yourself.”
Karishma Tanna
“Life is really not easy, we all have our personal battles, but it is important that you really
treasure yourself, love yourself and have a sense of self-worth.”
Heart Evangelista
“Beauty is when you can appreciate yourself. When you love yourself, that’s when you’re
most beautiful.”
Zoe Kravitz
“If you don’t love yourself, nobody will. Not only that, you won’t be good at loving anyone
else. Loving starts with the self.”
Dr Wayne W Dyer
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“Talk to yourself like someone you love.”
Brené Brown
“When a woman becomes her own best friend life is easier.”
Diane Von Furstenberg
“All we have is today. Just live it. We don’t know about tomorrow. So, enjoy the day. Love
yourself, and spread love around.”
Charlotte Rae
“Be yourself. An original is so much better than a copy.”
Unknown
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“At some point, you just gotta forgive the past, your happiness hinges on it.”
Aaron Lauritsen
“Self confidence is the best outfit.”
Unknown
“This life is mine alone. So, I have stopped asking people for directions to places they’ve
never been.”
Glennon Doyle
“Love only yourself a little bit longer, until you can’t stand not to love someone else.”
Kiera Cass
“Encourage yourself, believe in yourself, and love yourself. Never doubt who you are.”
Stephanie Lahart
“You’ve got to love yourself first. You’ve got to be okay on your own before you can be okay
with somebody else.”
Jennifer Lopez
“To love yourself is to understand you don’t need to be perfect to be good.”
Unknown
“Accept yourself, love yourself.”
Chanel Iman
“Owning our story and loving ourselves through that process is the bravest thing that we’ll
ever do.”
Brene Brown
“Be proud of who you are, and not ashamed of how someone else sees you.”
Unknown
Do your thing and don’t care if they like it.
Tina Fey
“Above all, be true to yourself, and if you cannot put your heart in it, take yourself out of it.”
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Unknown
“When you’re different, sometimes you don’t see the millions of people who accept you for
what you are. All you notice is the person who doesn’t.”
Jodi Picoult
“You yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe, deserve your love and affection.”
Buddha
This is one of our FAVORITE self love quotes for Instagram & we’ve added it to our FREE
Instagram post templates and FREE printable intention cards!
“It is not how much we do, but how much love we put into doing that matters.”
Mother Theresa
“The most important relationship you have is with yourself”
Unknown
“If you don’t prioritize your own self-care, it’s highly unlikely you’re going to be able to fully
care for anyone else.”
Mandy Hale
“Stand up for what you believe in even if it means standing alone.”
Unknown
“In order to succeed, we must first believe that we can.”
Nikos Kazantzakis
“Be kind whenever possible. It is always possible.”
Dalai Lama
“I love the person I’ve become, because I fought to become her.”
Unknown
“You’re beautiful. You’re strong. You’re important.”
Unknown
“Be yourself, everyone else is taken.”
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Unknown
“Never give up on anyone. And that includes not giving up on yourself.”
Dieter F. Uchtdorf
“Encourage yourself, believe in yourself, and love yourself. Never doubt who you are.”
Stephanie Lahart

“Don’t sacrifice who you are just to be accepted.”
Unknown
“You are beautiful. Know this. Anyone who tells you otherwise is simply lying. You are
beautiful.”
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Steve Maraboli
“How you love yourself is how you teach others to love you.”
Rupi Kaur
“Beauty begins the moment you decided to be yourself.”
Coco Chanel
“F.L.Y. First Love Yourself. Others will come next.”
Unknown
“Confidence is the ability to feel beautiful, without needing someone to tell you.”
Unknown
“When I accept myself just as I am, i am freed from the burden of needing you accept me.”
Unknown
“Give yourself the chance to grow and develop a full life; and if people cannot accept the real
you, then they are not worth your time.”
Unknown
“Falling in love with yourself first doesn’t make you vain or selfish. It makes you
indestructible.”
Unknown
“Your relationship with yourself sets the tone for every other relationship you have.”
Unknown
“When you live your life in accordance with the truth of who you are, it doesn’t take long
before people start seeing you differently.”
Oprah Winfrey
“You may not control all the events that happen to you, but you can decide not to be reduced
by them.” Maya Angelou
“You are the sum total of everything you’ve ever seen, heard, eaten, smelled, loved; it’s all
there. Everything influences each one of us.”
Maya Angelou
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“You have to believe in yourself when no one else does, that makes you a winner right
there.”
Venus Williams
“Every one of us needs to show how much we care for each other and, in the process, care
for ourselves.”
Diana, Princess of Wales
“We just need to be kinder to ourselves. If we treated ourselves the way we treated our best
friend, can you imagine how much better off we would be.”
Meghan Markle
“Love yourself first and everything else falls into line. You really have to love yourself to get
anything done in this world.”
Lucille Ball
“Owning our story and loving ourselves through that process is the bravest thing that we’ll
ever do.”
Brene Brown
The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.
Lao Tzu
“Beauty is not in the face; beauty is a light in the heart.”
Shakespeare
“The greatest gift you can give another is a portion of your own happiness.”
Hale Dwoskin
“Whether you think you can, or you think you can’t – you’re right”
Henry Ford
“You are the sky, everything else is just the weather.”
Pema Chodron
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Best Quotes about Self Love (Longer Form):
Sometimes the only way to convey your self-love message is a deeper, more thought
provoking quote or caption. We have lots of great ideas for you!
“When I loved myself enough, I began leaving whatever wasn’t healthy. This meant people,
jobs, my own beliefs and habits – anything that kept me small.”
Kim McMillen
“Treat yourself like someone you’re in a relationship with; because that’s exactly what you
are. You must first establish an emotional connection, take the time to get to know yourself
and be kind, gentle and understanding. You must respect that you’re a human being with
complex emotions and give yourself the same consideration, affection and kindness you
would towards others.”
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Unknown
“I cannot give you a formula or magic wand to solve your problems, but I can tell you that it is
possible and what might help is if I remind us all of how beautiful we are.”
Unknown
“Don’t ask yourself what the world needs, ask yourself what makes you come alive. And then
go and do that. Because what the world needs is people who have come alive.”
Harold Whitman
“I’ve begun to realize that maybe it isn’t so much about changing our circumstances as
changing ourselves.”
Matthew Quick
“You are your own master. You can kill yourself with negativity, or motivate yourself to
positive achievement.”
Mary Kay Ash
“We can let circumstances rule us, or we can take charge and rule our lives from within. It’s
been my experience that people who break the rules enjoy life more that those who don’t.”
Paulo Coelho
“The greatest pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do.”
Walter Bagehot
“You have to get to the point where you love yourself so much that you know that if
somebody mistreats you or crosses you, they will feel it–not because you’re vindictive but
because your self-esteem is that solid.”
Oprah Winfrey
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“A person learns how to love himself through the simple acts of loving and being loved by
someone else.”
Haruki Murakami
“One of the greatest gifts you can give yourself is truly knowing and understanding that you
deserve better treatment. The minute you know it, write it down. Commit it to memory.”
Oprah Winfrey
“Because one believes in oneself, one doesn’t try to convince others. Because one is content
with oneself, one doesn’t need others’ approval. Because one accepts oneself, the whole
world accepts him or her.”
Lao Tzu
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“Accept yourself, love yourself, and keep moving forward. If you want to fly, you have to give
up what weighs you down.”
Roy T. Bennett
“Inner peace begins the moment you choose not to allow another person or event to control
your emotions.”
Buddha
“Self love. It doesn’t mean that everyone will treat you the way you deserve to be treated. It
means that you won’t let them change the way you see yourself; nor will you stick around for
them to destroy you.”
Tony A. Gaskins Jr
“Love yourself. Forgive yourself. Be true to yourself. How you treat yourself sets the standard
for how others will treat you.”
Steve Maraboli

Best Self-Love Quotes from Song Lyrics:
Keep things light in your next Instagram post with these memorable song lyrics that get stuck
in your head (for all the right reasons!).
“You can’t spell awesome without ME”
Taylor Swift (From the Song “Me“)
“I’m beautiful in my way ‘cause God makes no mistakes”
Lady Gaga – (From the Song “Born This Way“)
“When it comes to me I wouldn’t wanna be anybody else.”
Selena Gomez – (From the Song “Who Says“)
“I am beautiful, no matter what they say. Words can’t bring me down.”
Christina Aguilera – (From the Song “Beautiful”)
“There’s no other way I’d rather be. Confidence is all I see.”
Kelly Rowland –(From the Song “Crown“)
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Best Self-Love Funny Captions & Quotes:
Funny Instagram captions with a bit of levity go a long way on a Friday or weekend post. Try
some of these to give your audience (or yourself) a chuckle.
“Of course I talk to myself, because sometimes I need expert advice.”
Unknown
“If your best friend was the one who thought you were ugly, you’d tell them to shut up a long
time ago.”
Unknown
“I wish I could date me. I’m everything I want in a person.”
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Unknown
“I don’t care what you think. I don’t think about you at all.”
Coco Chanel
“What I love most in this world is me. I think about it all the time.”
Unknown
“Self love is the greatest middle finger of all time”
Unknown
“Love yourself the way your dog loves you.”
Unknown

Cute Self-Love Quotes:
If you’re looking for a cute caption for your Instagram post you might like some of these! It’s
nice to change things up with different captions for different moods.
“Be who you are and say what you feel because those who mind don’t matter and those who
matter don’t mind”
Dr. Seuss
“When you love yourself, your heart smiles.”
Unknown
“We must fall in love with ourselves. I don’t like myself. I’m crazy about myself.”
Mae West
“Believe you can and you’re halfway there.”
Theodore Roosevelt
Self-love is the answer to almost everything.
Oprah Winfrey
Love yourself, because no one else will.”
Ido Portal
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If you hear a voice within you say ‘you cannot paint,’ then by all means paint and that voice
will be silenced.
Vincent Van Gogh
If nobody else believes in you, I do.
The Great One (from The Sandlot)
Don’t be afraid to fail and don’t be afraid to succeed.
Unknown
It’s not how good we look, but how good we feel that counts.
Alexandra Rubinstein
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It doesn’t matter what you believe in, just believe in it.
Unknown
Your life will be better if you start loving yourself more today.
Unknown
Why compare yourself to others? No one in the entire world can do a better job of being you
than you. Oprah Winfrey
We hope you enjoyed our list of self love quotes for instagram. Maybe this will help you
through some tough times and increase your confidence level in yourself. Just remember,
even in difficult times (and the last few years have been that) that good things are coming.
Always put yourself in first place & remember that you are a beautiful person.
Don’t focus too much on the perfect caption or the perfect selfie…look to inspire yourself and
others around you with the reach that you have. Do great things & give much love to yourself
and those around you. A little self-love can go a long way
I’d love to hear from you! Which quote inspired you? What are you using on your social
media platforms to inspire others to first love themselves? Is there a self love quote that we
missed? Let us know by leaving us a comment at the end of this post.

Self Love Quotes for Instagram FREEBIES!
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Terms & Conditions of Use FREE Printable Intention Cards:
You may use our self love FREE printable intention cards for personal, non-commercial use.
You may NOT distribute these printables to others, including re-selling, re-licensing, redistributing, giving away for free, or as part of a free giveaway. Doing so will force legal
action on behalf of the creator.

Download Instructions for FREE Printable Intention Cards:
When you click on the link below you’ll be taken to our printables shop (thepaperhen.com).
Add FREE Instagram post templates to your shopping bag and use the coupon code
PRINTABLESELFLOVE at check out to get them for free!
CLICK HERE FOR FREE PRINTABLE INTENTION CARDS
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CLICK HERE FOR FREE PRINTABLE PDF OF THIS POST

Terms & Conditions of Use FREE Instagram Post Templates:
You may use our FREE Instagram post templates as is on your social media feed as long as
our watermark “artwork by thepaperhen.com” remains intact. Modification or deletion of
this watermark is a copyright infringement & direct violation of our terms. We will pursue any
copyright violations with your social media outlet. Beware: this may lead to suspension of
your account. Please enjoy our FREE Instagram post templates as is without modifying
them. Thank you!

Download Instructions for FREE Instagram Post Templates:
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When you click on the link below you’ll be taken to our printables shop (thepaperhen.com).
Add FREE Instagram post templates to your shopping bag and use the coupon code
SOCIALSELFLOVE at check out to get them for free!
CLICK HERE FOR FREE INSTAGRAM POST TEMPLATES
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